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Huge potential, but is actually crap. Cant the developers release a "make it better" patch?
. Combine Metal Slug, Ikari Warriors and Steam Punk into a game. You now have Gatling Gears!
What a great twin stick shooter from Vangaurd Games! It's a BLAST to play!
My nephew and I had so much fun, we completed the entire game in one day!

GREAT NEWS! The game no longer requires any additional DRM from EA!
It plays just like any other game on Steam! SUPER NICE!

Pros +

+ Local Co-Op - You and a friend can battle the evil empire from the same couch!
+ Colorful World - It sure is pretty and filled with vibrant color!
+ Visual Upgrades - Your walker not only gets stronger, the upgrades can be seen too!
+ Boss Battles - Each boss is dangerous and just when you think you have won...
+ Solid Design - Single, Multiplayer, Survival mode, lengthy campaign and a diverse menu.
+ Difficulty - Easy, Normal, and Hard modes cater to different skill levels.
+ New Game+ - Everything you have unlocked can be used again at the start of the game!

Cons -

- Visual Noise - This my ONE and ONLY problem. Not to worry! It's an EXTREMELY TINY gripe about how stunning the
world is. The game looks fabulous and it is filled with tiny details. Some players might have trouble knowing where certain
attacks are comming from because of how "cluttered" the screen can get. I hate to mention this because of how much time and
effort was put into creating this beautiful game.

This is a very easy choice for any one who likes video games.
Spend $10 and buy this now!. paid for what? :mad:. A solid puzzle game with a nice theme and good presentation. Multiple
solutions to nearly every puzzle, map editor and community puzzles give this game a ton of replayability. Definitely worth the
price of admission. GG.. Being trained as a professional Flying Fox at the "Military University of Foxes and Kitsunes" and
having 150 confirmed potion victims i can honestly say that this game is one hell of a game.

It is hard, even for me, to roll that constant through the world like those marble like creatures. Trust me, that actually was part of
our basic training, they are just too pro for me.

Although it is offered at steam our Scientist team lead by very talented Doges (it is hard to find good quality Fox personal
nowadays) has found out that you can actually get the 1.8 release of Gumboy at CNET download legaly FOR FREE.
(source: Gumboytournament.com)

It is said that their Headquarter is in the Szech Republic and that their only connection to the glorious Fox connection (and no,
we do not own Fox TV) does not work for anybody and that the named server probably is almost down.
But thanks for everything there is a Campset orderable for free to set up your own Military Base (server).

The commentator of the Game is none other than the famous superstar Squeeky Mc Squeek, also known for one of the voice
actors from the Chipmunks Series and many many other quality internet videos.
Rumours say, that you can gather the all mighty power of his voice by inhaling Helium. And no: That is not how we Foxes
sound.

One of our researchers has also made a small visit to the culture of the Gumboys
It appears that they like to race against each other who gets the fasted amount of Diamonds and can sell those for 50,100 and
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200 Fox$ers to our intergalactic Organisation.
When they shall not do so, they try to steal the Flagg of their other Nation and bring it to their own Flag.
Apparently they do not like each other and have always to show which is the best Nation.

The Gumboys got named one of the most fabulous Creatures 2006 by the russian dancing men organisation "Gametunnel".
We blame the capitalist pig!
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Duration: 3 hours.

A very forgetable HOPA, or is it HPOA? Horrendous Plot Outlandish Adventure? Many better ones out there. Not worth
playing.

4/10. City Car Driving is a great idea. Going by many positive reviews here, it actually works reasonably well in 2D. Don't get
me wrong - I appreciate what it's doing. Yes, it has flaws many already mentioned (handling, acceleration, buggy penalty system,
so-so sound and graphics). But this is not a AAA tilte - this is an indy game/simulator and pretty cool for what it is. I can tell a
lot of work went into this.

However, I bought this game for the VR experience. And that's where it all falls apart.

Despite very high specs (i7-8700K, GTX 980Ti) the game often cannot keep the minimum frame rate high enough (even at
lowest graphics settings!) to avoid severe nausea inducing lag. Specifically, frame analysis shows the game is CPU bound (yes,
multi-threaded rendering is enabled), which is just ridiculous, given I'm running one of fastest CPUs on the market as of this
writing!

This is the first game I've played in VR that had me close to throwing up (and I've played many!).

City Car Driving in VR has huge potential - who cares about the graphics if your in VR and amongst it all! At times I really did
enjoy the areas where frame rates were high enough. However, keeping a bucket next to my racing rig - just in case - is not a
viable solution. I requested a refund, but am sincerely hoping the devs can optimize this title. For now though, I wouldn't
recommend this to anyone looking for a VR experience. IMHO, the VR part of City Car Driving is not production/sale ready..
Yes, this game is a retro action platformer, and those aren't exactly rare these days. But this one is worth your time and your
money - and come on, $5 USD? That is impulse buy territory, and if you do, you won't regret it!

Why is it worth playing?

The gameplay is tough but fair. There are no "cheats" in the level design, and the controls are tight and responsive, so any
mistakes you make are your own. You end the game with all the moves you had at the beginning; there are no power-ups or
bonuses, and no random gameplay elements - it's a game of pure skill and experience, both of which you'll need in abundance to
meet the game's solid difficulty and complexity curve.

The art design and soundtrack are both very much in the NES vein. The best way to describe the colour scheme is "black and
white and red all over" - but although the backgrounds are monochrome, they're also lush and distinctive. The red is reserved for
anything that can kill you, and the contrast makes this distinction very effective. The sprite animation is smooth and flows well.
The cutscenes are very well done, with a great comic book feel to them, and although the "Engrish" dialogue isn't for everyone, I
personally find it hilarious. The music is very solid and catchy, with some great (and varied!) melodies and basslines going on.

In short, there's a lot to like about this game. In addition to the main game mode, the extras add greater replayability to the
game. It's clear the developers put a lot of effort into making the game both fun and charming, and they definitely succeeded!.
great in vr, a must for any horror fan. I big map very good game with amazing graphics but the only thing it no good HONDA
cars!!!!
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